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Státní tiskárna cenin, s. p. 
Růžová 943/6, Nové Město, 110 00 Praha 1 Czech Republic 
Represented by: Tomáš Hebelka, MSc, CEO 
(hereinafter referred to as „Contracting Authority“) 
 

EXPLANATION OF TENDER DOCUMENTATION IV. 

 

The Contracting Authority of the over-threshold public contract called „Milling and Implanting 
System of Contact Chip Modules and Fingerprintsenzors for ID1 Cards // Embedovací 

systém kontaktních čipových modulů a snímačů otisků prstů pro ID1 karty” being 
awarded in an open procedure pursuant to Act No. 134/2016 Coll., On Public Procurement, as 
amended (hereinafter referred to as “Act”), hereby explains the tender documentation in 
accordance with Sec. 98 of the Act. 

Question No. 1: Answer to the question No. 1: 

Annex 1a of the Draft Contract requests the 
awarded bidder to provide material for the 
pilot production: 
+ 500 functional fingerprint modules 
+ 500 cards for the implementation of the 
fingerprint modules 
+ 1000 dummy fingerprint modules 
 
We understand that the requested modules 
shall be fully functional and therefore 
provided from existing customer projects, as 
they would otherwise not be functional. 

 
Since it is NOT possible to provide material 
from other existing customer projects, we 
kindly ask STC to delete the above 
requirement and instead provide the 
required material for the pilot production by 
itself. 
 
If such provision is not possible for STC, 
please clarify how the awarded bidder may 
organize the requested material for the pilot 
production. 
 
 

The Contracting Authority states that it is 
not possible to accept changes to Annex 1a 
of the Draft Contract. 

The Contracting Authority clarifies that it 
was not defined, that the material for the 
pilot production must be provided from 
existing customer projects. 

In the same the Contracting Authority chose 
this course of action - that the contractors 
must provide the material - on purpose, in 
order not to limit the competition and not to 
limit contractors to a solution which they 
have no experience, which could limit the 
number of bidders. 

The Contracting Authority does not request 
the awarded bidder for data, the Contracting 
Authority shall supply the sharp data and 
fingerprints itself for pilot purposes, which 
are not needed for the device test, where 
only the fingerprint sensor is applied, and a 
check is performed. 

The Contracting Authority states that the 
Annex 1a of the Draft Contract remains in 
its original wording. 
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Not relevant. 

 

 

The Contracting Authority does not consider this explanation as alteration or supplementation 
of the tender documentation whose nature would demand extension of the time limit for the 
tender submission in accordance with Sec. 99 (2) of the Act, since the Contracting Authority 
does not alter the tender conditions. 

 

 
Processed by: Mgr. Zuzana Drahokoupil Šenoldová 
Published via the electronic tool EZAK 
In Prague, dated as per the electronic signature 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 
Mgr. Zuzana Drahokoupil Šenoldová 
Head of Public Procurement 
for the Contracting Authority 
Státní tiskárna cenin, s. p. 

Annexes: 

Conclusion: 
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